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Abstract: Cargo vehicles today are equipped with power saving IoT devices measuring various
aspects of the vehicle and cargo itself. The real-time stream of IoT events from the vehicles are
sending large amounts of data each day, which needs to be correlated with each other and existing
data sources to generate business value. The algorithmic challenges for discussion are the handling of
noisy data and fast correlation of the sensor data as well as software engineering challenges to ensure
the system(s) are highly performant and maintainable over the next decades.
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1 Introduction and overview

In this workshop we will focus on an evaluation of complex algorithmic solutions based
on graph theoretical approaches as well as machine learning algorithms, enabling use
cases related to planning and network optimization of vehicles traveling mostly across
fixed relations (e.g. railway corridors across Europe or fixed routes). The challenges for
the proposed solutions are related to their expected performance since the results must be
available near real-time, considering a high number of input events, e.g. 2.5 million per day
for the use case at hand. As the target solution is required to be in place for years - if not
decades – further implications on software engineering arise to guarantee robustness and
maintainability over the whole application lifetime. The solutions are being evaluated at a
major freight railway provider, which digitizes its fleet by equipping vehicles with telematic
and sensor units having no external power supply (e.g. freight wagons or containers), instead
using batteries with solar panels. Within 2020 the complete fleet of 65.000 vehicles will be
equipped and will produce 2.5 million events per day. The event syntax follows an industry
standard and provides for example information about the position of the vehicle, its speed
and heading, as well as acceleration data across all three spatial dimensions. Further for
selected vehicles information about the vehicles loading state is provided. Today’s explored
algorithmic approaches include the usage of dense, shallow neural networks for prediction,
the usage of an advanced caching infrastructure, speeding up the retrieval of events, and first
evaluations of complex event processing on streaming data. From a software engineering
perspective, agile processes according to SAFe are established, while software quality is
validated via automated test frameworks.
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2 Algorithmic details and challenges

From an algorithmic point of view two major approaches have been evaluated as to generate
value from the vehicle eventsȷ

• The first approach uses a shallow neural network to forecast the optimal cache size of
events for a single vehicle enabling quick retrieval of its route in the past. The neural
network uses the event request history for a vehicle as input and predicts the optimal
cache length and -strategy for each wagon based on the access patterns of the users.
Refer to [Bl20] for further details.

• The second approach described in [We20] aggregates and maps multiple vehicles
events driving on a route into a single unit, for example wagons assembled to a
train or trucks in a convoy. The approach is based on cluster algorithms as well as
a four-dimensional (time + spatial dimensions) fitting and interpolation of spare
movement matrices.

Algorithmic challenges for the analysis of the event data arise in the following areas and
new ideas are needed for efficient solutionsȷ

• Correct detection of the driving direction and order of vehicles in a train is difficult to
achieve using only a simple approach based on turn detection and heading. As the
number of available data points is low the error of a false turn detection is multiplied
along the trip. Instead, a constant determination of the wagon order based on GPS
coordinates should be envisioned.

• Data validation of the vehicle events is challenging as more complex validations
require at least two events from the vehicle event stream. Since the vehicle events
are sent only in intervals of minutes or hours, an event correlation with at least two
events will delay the original event from a business perspective unacceptably long.

3 Software engineering details and challenges

From a software engineering point of view the most prominent challenges lie in the area
of validating the algorithmic approach with enough data of high quality. The testing
environment is obviously smaller compared to production to save costs and hence the
selection of a subset of representative vehicle events from the whole set is critical. Another
challenge we face is the correlation of vehicle events with events from existing systems (e.g.
transport orders or transport schedules), as these correlations are not unique due to missing,
common identifiers. The correlation hence requires intelligent ways for data de-duplication
with high performance. From an organizational perspective we need to ensure that all
devised solutions can be maintained with minimal effort over a long period of time in an
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environment where the team which build the solution is not necessarily the same who
maintains it. The primary challenge is the evolution of the implemented algorithms which
should be understandable and modifiable even after years (from experience just having
documentation is not enough), including a stable test infrastructure to easily reproduce the
results of the algorithms.
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